Diabolical (Shaye Archer Series Book 3)
**Synopsis**

From New York Times bestselling author Jana DeLeon, the third book in the Shaye Archer thriller series. Nine years ago, the police found Shaye Archer wandering in the French Quarter, beaten and abused and with no memory of the previous fifteen years, not even her name. Now, at twenty-four, Shaye is a licensed private investigator, determined to get answers for her clients when the police can’t help. But her last case uncovered more than anyone anticipated, and pieces of Shaye’s missing past have surfaced with unexpected consequences. She’s starting to remember. Will Shaye unlock the secrets buried deep in her mind? And more importantly, can she handle the truth if she does?
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**Customer Reviews**

Hope you don’t have plans to do anything for a while; book 3 of the Shaye Archer’s series opens with boys of plantation owners being beaten by their fathers and trying to perform a ritual to stop the abuse. The story line swiftly switches to Shaye Archer, who nine years ago was found beaten and abused in the streets of New Orleans with no memory of whom she was. Thank God for
Detective Harold Beaumont getting her to the hospital and to be adopted by Socialite and Social worker Corrine Archer and Grandfather Pierce Archer and you are hooked. Shaye has obtained her private investigators license and more determined than ever to find out who kidnapped and abused her. When the journals of John Clancy (who was captured at the end of book 2) identify the name of her birth mother Shaye is more determined than ever after nine years to find out who she is and why this happened to her. Was it just one sick and evil individual or a cult? You experience first-hand the strength Shaye has when she is called to the New Orleans Police Department to meet with Internal Affairs Malcolm Frasier. Detective Jackson Lamotte partner Vincent called IA regarding possible improper police work with the take down of John Clancy. Once again Hustle, a runaway who is now being fostered by Saul at his motel assists Shaye with finding out more about Lydia Johnson, Shayeâ€™s biological mother. Also enter Jinx another runaway that Shaye helped. While their appearance is brief it holds the story line together as each step Shaye takes moved her closer to finding out who she might be. Actually without giving away too much Shayeâ€™s real name is revealed and where she once lived. Corrine Archer and Eleaonor also are a strong part of the story line.
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